2.3) I understand that you are feeling alone and abandon by those that love you, but this is not the end and you having been through this experiences to better assist others that are dealing with the same circumstance that you are in, there are many support structures out there that can assist you, I'd like to refer you to and HIV/AIDS support group that give you an opportunity to meet people and speak to people that are going through the similar circumstance, I understand that you are angry at your family for abandoning you, but it is not fair put others in your circumstances, rather take your experience and use that energy to heal yourself and make a positive difference in your life and those around you.

2.4) The advance skills deals with understanding the client and why she or she feels the way they do, it deals with being non-judgemental towards the client and bringing all messages that are being conveyed by the client to the surface and making connections between these messages.

2.5) I would use proposition 1: Human Experience at a conscious and unconscious level, as this deals with 3 aspects that relate to creating a non-threatening environment, these are as follows, the experimental world of every individual is Central, Unique and Personal, to create a safe non-threatening environment one must understand his or her client no what makes the client feel uneasy and what makes the client feel comfortable as clients are unique this is different for all clients, the next aspect is a personal world a constantly changing, this is very true as a the counselling process goes on things will change therefore it is critical that the facilitator keeps up with these changes and lastly the experiences that constitutes these changes can be on a consciousness or unconscious level. It is key that the facilitator understands his or her clients and is aware of all changes that the clients is experiencing and how it impacts the client and how the environment impacts the client and wither these are manifested on a conscious or unconscious level.

2.6) The self in terms the client in the mention above perceives himself as a victim of his circumstances and as a result of his circumstance he is left by his family and cannot find employment.

2.7) The client in the mention study case perceives that he was wrongly accused of a crime and that contracted a virus due to being imprisoned for that crime and as a result of being a convict he cannot find employment and as a result of the disease that he contracted his family as abandoned him, as a result of all this he blames the world and wants to make everyone understand what he feels.

Propositions

3.1 The Difference between pro 12 and 13 is the following.
Pro 12 is the behaviour that we adopt from the environment that we are in these behaviour traits are those that we feel fit in with who we are or the self. Pro 13 is the is not how the individual would usually behave, but has a result of an extremely circumstance has brought about a behaviour that is not congruent with the individual behaviour.